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So

today we obviously need to upgra de all means
,
t t'on which is still at the core of
Ofl transPoanrdap~ofit but we are not sure what we will
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,
,
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We are sure it wl ll not lnvo ve
upgra d e t 0,
t
'1 1 b
far
Cincinnati's subway and that the ~os Wl
e
hi her - and the project, many drl ver s ,p lead, more
g
necessary
- than building two new s tadla ,
John D, Caldwell
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Bloopers and Blunders
During my tenure at U,C"
to paraphrase John
Keats, much did I travel in the realm of prose, but
many goodly sentences did not read in those Freshman
English papers. Some students, of course, were more
conversant with the English lang u ag~ ~h~ n others and
produced some quality writing. However, for the most
part, because of their educational background, or lack
of it, not because of their native intelligence
necessarily, these innocents were sorely prepared to
wrestle with the subtleties and complexities of their
native language, often confusing the meaning of words,
thus invariably generating some unusual, strange, and
unintentionally comical results.
A . sli~ pa~erback th~t I would like to call to your
att 7ntlon lS tltled Angulshed English , An Anthology of
A~cldental Assaults Upon Our Language, written by
Rlchard Lederer, who taught English at St. Paul's
School was, or is, Vice President of SPELL, an acronym
for The Society for the Preservation of English
Lunguage and Literature. He also wrote a newspaper
column, "Looking at Language" and was a language
commentator on New Hampshire public radio . Dr. Lederer
points out that many of the bloopers in Anguished
English contain his own collection in addition to those
submitted by his r eaders and listeners over several
years . These syntactical and grammatical gaffes
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appeared not only in student essays but in newspaper
articles, commercials, and articles written by ordinary
citizens.
Lederer states that "many of the bloopists
in these pages could very well be millionaires, CEOs,
senators, even presidents." From one of the sections
in his book titled "The World According to Student
Bloopers" is this brief section of literary gems:
In Great Expectations Miss Havisham puts
herself into conclusion.
At the start of The Grapes of Wrath, Oklahoma
has been hit by a dust bowl.
At the end of The Awakening, Edna thinks only
of herself because she leaves all who care about her
behind.
In The Glass Menagerie, Laura's leg keeps
coming up between her and others.
In one of Shakespeare's plays, Hamlet rations
out his situation by relieving himself in a long
soliloquy.
Romeo and Juliet are an example of a heroic
couplet.
Milton wrote Paradise Lost. Then his wife
died and he wrote Paradise Regained.
I am sure that I was guilty of committing bloopers
in my youthful school daysj however, I trust that I
have thus far not injected any unintentional ones into
what I believe to be the polished prose of my Literary
Club output.
.
NOW with my brief collection I begin

Hoping you'll not deem the content thin,
Rather bits of unintended wit and wisdom you may
note herein.
After each of these is read, I would suspect,
One may need to pause, to ponder, and reflect.
In Oedipus the King there was a curse on the land
because the murderer of Laius was subsiding there.
Oedipus was the kind of guy that only a mother could
love. Actually, this whole play is one big ironic
nightmare.
In the Middle Ages we see that Dante's Inferno is
divided into three parts:
the sins of continents, the
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h si ns of malai se and freud.
sins of violence, and t e
d Edward Taylor, in his
Later, in puritan New Eng l :ni ~ning wheels to
poem "Huswifery" compares dPin circles learning the
ChristiCtl1s: they go ar~un"Medita tion 38" he uses some
word of God.
In Tay~~r sh n Christ is like Perry Mason
neat legal images, II ewe
_ he never looses a case.
,
' t e enth century wrote a lot
Hawthorne ln the nlne
d
In hi s story "Young
about purityra~i~~~ N~~kE~I~~~n'is a symbol which falls
Goodman Brown, b u-s~c - h
In "My Kinsman, Major
into a busch - 'b ' is a young man and is
Molineux" we find that Ro ln
. ., s Daughter"
tation
In "RappacClnl
,
venerable to t emp h
'f this crazy Italian scientlst,
Beatrice, the daug ter 0
drank the anecdote and died.
Ibsen wrote plays about frustrated women. One was
about a lady, Nora, who lived in a doll's house.
In
"The Wild Duck " Gregers Wer le kept harping on the claim
of the ordeal; in the last act he is seen to be very
pestomistic.
Symbols are important in this play. For
example, Gregers wants to be the dog that saves the
duck from drowning. This means that the Ekdal family
are the ducks that have fallen in the water and he,
Gregers, wants to rescue them so they can fly again.
Hemingway was a great Ameri can writer who wrote a
lot about bulls. One of the sports activities he
enjoyed was bulldogging in Spain.
In his story, "The
Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio", the main character,
Frazer, had his radio to listen to, showing that he had
his own escape g oa t.
In "The Short, Happy Life of
Francis Macomber", knowing that Wilson, the guide,
liked Macomber sort of changed the whole aroma of the
story.
Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily" is a real weirdo
story. Emily, the main character, gave her boyfriend
Homer, a toilet set in silver. Only a lady who is
'
truly insane would sleep with a corpse. The way she
let the foul smell and the dead corpse lay around the
house was a sign that she had a very fierce mind.
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In Shirley Jackson's "The Lottery", through
foreshadowing, we are prepared fo~ the gruesom~ and
prehistoric death of Tessie Hutchl~son.
In th7s story,
the black box had a certain omnisClence about.lt. All
the winner got was a stone in the head. TeSSle got
stoned in the end. The people of the town who gathered
were quiet, wetting their lips, as they prepared to
draw a slip of paper. Finally, there was a long,
breathless pause as the men looked down at their slips.
All these people in the village took the lottery very
seriously, showing that every year it was a matter of
great levity.
In Frost's poem, "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
EvenJng", the poet uses descriptive words to make the
reader feel that they were in a snowy woods.
He
clearly explains what the woods looks like, how the
horse feels, and how his journey is not yet finished.
Jack Frost probably had no trouble writing this poem.
I disagree with this critic's reasoning that the frozen
lake symbolized death because Frost had a fear of
drowning.
How can anyone drown in a frozen lake? This
other critic believes that Frost included those details
as a way to snag himself away from the real issue, the
woods.
I disagree with this analysis.
If Frost was
trying to avoid the woods, there would have been no
need to include them in the poem. Why would he write
about something he is trying to avoid?
In the essays we have read pertaining to current
issues, we see the importance of our first amendment
rights.
It would be a terrible wrong if we were raped
of these rights. As far as gun control is concerned,
there are too many guns out there.
Thousands are being
killed every year.
It is getting too dangerous to be
alive.
As far as sex education is concerned, everyone
should know that life begins at contraception.
I feel
that pornography is right under the first amendment.
As far as I am concerned, when I look at the Playboy
centerfold, the female is not doing anything gross, but
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is kind of making art.
I say that God created the best
masterpiece of all and didn't need the NEA to fund it.
If everybody was free to do a nything he pleases, the
people with so much censorship in mind would be out of
a job.
Most of us enjoy our T.V. and s tereo and like to
consume large amounts of them each day. Advertisements
use tactics to educate children about the danger of
drugs.
One example is:
See Dick drink, See Dick
drive, See Dick die.
The message is clear : Don't be
like, you know, a Dick.
To avo i d AIDS one should have a long, monotonOUG
relationship. Women should not fight in combat, only
men.
If given a choice between going to war or to
remain barefoot and pregnant, I would choose the
latter.
In conclusion, I would say that getting a good
education is important to the r emains of your life.
With apologies to poet Thomas Gray
I'll now conclude this paper, if I may.
Let not you literatie mock their useful toil,
Their homely prose and sentences o bscure,
Nor Hauteur judge with a disdainful smile
Their wondrous blunders, though they be there, for
sure.
Ethan B. Stanley

